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LOOK AHEAD LRU ARRAY UPDATE SCHEME TO 
MINIMIZE CLOBBER IN SEQUENTIALLY 

ACCESSED MEMORY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to high-speed 
memory management techniques. More speci?cally, to a 
memory management scheme that minimizes clobber in 
sequentially accessed memory, including but not limited to, 
for example, a trace cache. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Variable length instructions can complicate parallel 
decode and branch prediction, limiting instruction band 
Width and latency to the execution stage of a deeply pipe 
lined processor. In a sequentially accessed memory, for 
example, a trace cache can enhance performance by storing 
micro-operation decoded (plop) sequences as Well as imple 
menting a better-informed branch prediction scheme. The 
?rst line of pops in a sequence (a “head”) is tagged With the 
address of the ?rst pop, Which is used to index into the trace 
cache, and also is used to hold a pointer to the next line of 
pops in the sequence (a “body”). Each body holds a pointer 
to the next body, and the sequence eventually ends With a 
last line of pops in the sequence (a “tail”) that, unlike the 
head and body lines, does not have a next Way pointer to 
point to a next line of pops in the sequence. Traces can have 
variable lengths and a trace having a length of 1 is a special 
case. It is special because it contains only a single line, 
Which is considered both a head and a tail, and the line does 
not have a next Way pointer, that is, the next Way pointer has 
a null value. Each line, that is, each head or body or tail, 
contains a ?xed number of micro operations (pops), for 
example, eight (8) pops. High performance sequencing 
currently requires each head, body or tail to be in consecu 
tive sets, and since trace sequences often contain taken 
branches, bodies are often “misplaced” according to their 
linear instruction pointer (LIP) in a set associative cache. For 
this reason, a trace can only be accessed through its head. 

[0003] FIG. 1 is a portion of a set associative cache 
memory illustrating the ordering of a ?rst trace sequence 
(Trace1) therein. In FIG. 1, a possible con?guration of 
Trace1, Which has a length of six (6), is shoWn stored in a 
subset of a trace cache 100. As seen in FIG. 1, trace cache 
100 has a set (roW), Way (column) matrix structure that is 
read sequentially doWn the sets. In FIG. 1, H1 105 is used 
to indicate a head line of Trace1; B1 is used to indicate body 
lines of Trace1, for example, ?rst body line B1 107, second 
body line B1 109, third body line B1 111 and fourth body 
line B1 113; and T1 115 is used to indicate a tail of Trace1. 
Next Way pointer arroWs 1 through 5 indicate the correct 
order to be folloWed to read the Trace1 sequence. That is, the 
Trace1 sequence is read by starting from H1 105 in set 1, 
Way 1 to B1 107 in set 2, Way 0 (arroW 1); from B1 107 in 
set 2, Way 0 to B1 109 in set 3, Way 1 (arroW 2); from B1 
109 in set 3, Way 1 to B1 111 in set 4, Way 1 (arroW 3); from 
B1 111 in set 4, Way 1 to B1 113 in set 5, Way 3 (arroW 4); 
and B1 113 in from set 5, Way 3 to T1 115 in set 6, Way 3 

(arroW 5). 
[0004] Victim Way selection in sequentially accessed 
memories, generally, uses a least recently used (LRU) 
algorithm to select a next victim Way in the next set in the 
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memory. When the LRU algorithm selects a victim Way to 
be overWritten that holds a part of another active trace, it is 
called a trace “clobber.” 

[0005] FIG. 2 illustrates the cache memory of FIG. 1 
having a second trace sequence having partially overWritten 
(clobbered) the ?rst trace sequence from FIG. 1 using an 
existing replacement algorithm. In FIG. 2, B1 109 of Trace1 
has been clobbered by body line B8 210 of Trace8 in set 3, 
Way 1. Although the ?rst 2 lines of Trace1 can still be 
accessed through H1 105 in set 1, Way 1, the last 3 lines, that 
is, B1 111 in set 4, Way 1, B1 113 in set 5, Way 3 and T1 115 
in set 6, Way 3, are no longer accessible by the selection 
algorithm, since the remaining sequence does not have a 
head. In FIG. 2, the LRU algorithm selected set 4 Way 0 for 
a tail of Trace8, T8 215. Next Way pointer arroWs (21 and 
22) indicate the Way in the next set that each points to and 
the correct order to be folloWed to read the sequence of 
Trace8. That is, the sequence of Trace8 runs from H8 205 in 
set 2, Way 2 to B8 210 in set 3, Way 1 (arroW 21), and from 
B8 210 in set 3, Way 1 to T1 115 in set 4, Way 4 (arroW 22). 
Accordingly, the next time an attempt to read Trace1 occurs, 
a trace cache miss Will result When attempting to read B1 
109 in set 3, Way 1 from B1 107. This Will most likely 
decrease the trace cache utiliZation due to duplication of the 
orphaned bodies and tail of Trace1. Therefore, there is a 
need to decrease the number of clobbers and, thus, achieve 
better overall performance. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a portion of a set associative cache 
memory illustrating a ?rst trace sequence therein. 

[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates the cache memory of FIG. 1 
having a second trace sequence having partially overWritten 
the ?rst sequence from FIG. 1 using an existing replacement 
algorithm. 
[0008] FIG. 3 is a portion of a cache memory of FIG. 2 
shoWing the end lines of the second trace sequence partially 
overWriting sequential lines in the ?rst trace sequence, in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0009] FIG. 4 is the portion of the cache memory of FIG. 
3, shoWing a third trace sequence overWriting the entire 
second trace sequence, in accordance With an embodiment 
of the present invention. 

[0010] FIG. 5 is a How diagram of a method for updating 
a sequentially accessed memory to minimiZe clobber of 
active traces in the memory, in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0011] FIG. 6 is the portion of the cache memory of FIG. 
3, shoWing the third trace sequence noW overWriting the 
entire second trace sequence and the orphaned trace lines 
from the ?rst trace, in accordance With an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0012] FIG. 7 is a How diagram of another method for 
updating a sequentially accessed memory to minimiZe clob 
ber of active traces in the memory, in accordance With an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0013] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a computer system, 
Which includes an architectural state, including one or more 
processors, registers and memory for use in accordance With 
an embodiment of the present invention. 
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[0014] FIG. 9 is a detailed block diagram of a processor 
structure for the processing system of FIG. 8 having a 
sequentially accessed trace cache architecture for use in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0015] Victim Way selection may be improved in sequen 
tially accessed memory structures, and thus processor per 
formance, by overriding an existing victim Way selection 
replacement algorithm in the memory by folloWing a clob 
bered active trace after an initial clobber to Write the rest of 
a neW trace over the orphaned body of the clobbered trace. 
This may prevent the lock-step use of the victim Way 
selection replacement algorithm, Which may potentially 
result in a clobber of other active traces. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is the portion of the cache memory of FIG. 
2 shoWing the end lines of the second trace sequence 
partially overWriting sequential lines in the ?rst trace 
sequence, in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention. In FIG. 3, a head of Trace8 (H8) 205 may be 
Written into trace cache 100 in, for example, set 2, Way 2, 
Where the set 2, Way 2 location may be speci?ed by an 
existing victim Way selection replacement algorithm, for 
example, the LRU algorithm. Although, in general, the 
victim Way selection replacement algorithm may be imple 
mented as an LRU algorithm, other algorithms are also 
possible, including but not limited to, a pseudo LRU or a 
random selection algorithm. 

[0017] In FIG. 3, the victim Way in the next set, that is, set 
3, may be that speci?ed by the implemented victim Way 
selection replacement algorithm, Which, in FIG. 3, may be 
Way 1. As a result, the “next Way” pointer of H8 205 (arroW 
21) may be set to indicate set 3, Way 1 and a body line 210 
of Trace8 (B8) may clobber B1 109 from Trace1 in set 3, 
Way 1. As part of clobbering B1 109, the next Way pointer 
value to B1 111 (arroW 3 in FIG. 1) of set 4, Way 1 may be 
read out of B1 109 and used as the next Way pointer of B8 
210 (arroW 22) and used to set the victim Way in the next set 
in Which to Write the next and last line of Trace8, a tail line 
T8 215. Speci?cally, the implemented victim Way selection 
replacement algorithm may be over-ridden in set 4 using the 
next Way pointer from B1 109. For example, the existing 
replacement Way based on the replacement algorithm for set 
4 may be re-set to be the Way speci?ed by the next Way 
pointer read-out from B1 109. Therefore, in FIG. 3, the next 
Way pointer from B1 109 may indicate that Way 1 is to be 
used for set 4 and T8 215 may clobber B1 111 in set 4, Way 
1. 

[0018] FIG. 4 is the portion of the cache memory of FIG. 
3, shoWing a third trace sequence overWriting the entire 
second trace sequence, in accordance With an embodiment 
of the present invention. In FIG. 4, a third trace (Trace23) 
sequence is shoWn having completely overWritten the 
Trace8 sequence (H8 205, B8 210 and T8 215) using the 
folloW clobber method described above in relation to FIG. 
3 after initially clobbering H8 205 of Trace8. HoWever, 
according to the embodiment, after Trace23 overWrites T8 
215, it returns to using the victim Way selection replacement 
algorithm to select a victim Way in each of sets 5, 6, and 7. 
As a result, the sequence of Trace23 may run from a head 
(H23) 405 in set 0, Way 3 to a ?rst body (B23) 407 in set 1, 
Way 2 (arroW 41) and to a second body (B23) 409 in set 2, 
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Way 2 (arroW 42) Where B23 409 clobbers H8 205 from 
Trace8. Victim Way selection for H23 405, B23 407 and B23 
409 may be accomplished using the victim Way selected by 
the victim Way selection replacement algorithm for the next 
set. During the clobber of H8 205 the next Way pointer 
(arroW 43) may be read from H8 205 and used to set 
(override) the victim Way for the next set that, generally, 
may already have been speci?ed by the victim Way selection 
replacement algorithm, and saved as the next Way pointer for 
B23 409. 

[0019] In FIG. 4, Trace23 may continue from B23 409 in 
set 2, Way 2 to a third body (B23) 411 in set 3, Way 1 (arroW 
43) Where B23 411 clobbers B8 210. As part of the clobber 
of B8 210, as With the clobber of H8 205, the next Way 
pointer of B8 210 may be read and used to set (override) the 
victim Way for the next set that, generally, may already have 
been speci?ed by the victim Way selection replacement 
algorithm, and saved as the next Way pointer for B23 411. 
Trace23 may continue from B23 411 in set 3, Way 1 to a 
fourth body (B23) 413 in set 4, Way 1 (arroW 44) Where B23 
413 clobbers T8 215. HoWever, unlike the clobbers of H8 
205 and B8 210, during the clobber of T8 215, since T8 215 
is a tail line and does not, generally, contain a next Way 
pointer, no next Way pointer may be read from T8 215. 
Instead, the victim Way for the next set, Which, generally, 
may already have been speci?ed by the victim Way selection 
replacement algorithm, may be obtained and saved as the 
next Way pointer for B23 413. Trace23 may continue from 
B23 413 in set 4, Way 1 to a ?fth body (B23) 415 in set 5, 
Way 0 (arroW 45) Where B23 415 may be Written, as 
speci?ed by the next victim Way and the next Way pointer for 
B23 413. Trace23 may complete Writing the remaining tWo 
lines and save their respective pointers using the same 
procedure as described above for B23 413 and B23 415 to 
move from B23 415 in set 5, Way 0 to a sixth body (B23) 417 
in set 6, Way 1 (arroW 46), and, ?nally, from B23 417 in set 
6, Way 1 to a tail (T23) 420 in set 7, Way 2 (arroW 47). 

[0020] In FIG. 4, although the orphaned lines B1 113 and 
T1 115 from Trace1 are not shoWn as being overWritten by 
Trace23, they could just as easily have been overWritten if 
the victim Way selection replacement algorithm had speci 
?ed Way 3 of set 5 instead of Way 0. In fact, it may, generally, 
be desirable to have orphaned lines of unrelated traces 
overWritten, that is, clobbered, by neW trace lines as they are 
being read into trace cache 100. Doing so may prevent the 
neW trace that is being read in from clobbering other active 
traces in trace cache 100. For example, if any of set 5, Way 
0 or set 6, Way 1 or set 7, Way 2 had contained a line of a 
still active trace it may have been overWritten by B23 415, 
B23 417 or T23 420. Being able to folloW the orphaned sets 
of previously clobbered traces, for example, B1 113 and T1 
115 of Trace1 may further improve the performance of trace 
cache 100. Unfortunately, since the “next Way” pointer for 
B1 111, Which pointed to B1 113, Was invalidated When T8 
215 clobbered B1 111 in set 4, Way 1, this example does not 
knoW that Trace8 originally clobbered a longer trace and left 
orphaned lines (B1 113 and T1 115) from Trace1. 

[0021] In accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention, the previously described folloW algorithm of 
FIG. 3 may be further improved so that it may remember 
and thus access orphaned lines from previously clobbered 
traces that may still remain in the memory. FIG. 5 is a How 
diagram of a method for updating a sequentially accessed 
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memory to minimize clobber of active traces in the memory, 
in accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0022] In FIG. 5, When a neW trace is being read into a 
memory, for example, trace cache 100, the neXt line instruc 
tion pointer (LIP) may be read from trace cache 100 and 
used to select (505) the neXt victim set in trace cache 100 
that is to be used. A victim Way replacement algorithm, for 
eXample, an LRU algorithm, may be used to select (510) a 
victim Way from the selected victim set and may read a neXt 
Way pointer value from the selected (510) victim Way in 
trace cache 100, if available. The method may determine 
(515) Whether the selected victim Way contains an active 
trace line. If the selected victim Way is determined (515) to 
contain the active trace line, Whether the active trace line is 
a tail may be determined (520). If the active trace line is 
determined (520) to be a tail, the method may Write (525) the 
incoming trace line to the selected (510) victim Way in trace 
cache 100, and Whether the incoming trace line is the end of 
the incoming trace may be determined (535). If the incoming 
trace line is determined (535) not to be the end of the 
incoming trace, the method may increment (540) a set value, 
for eXample, the neXt LIP, to indicate the neXt victim set and 
may loop back to select (510) a neW victim Way from the 
neXt victim set in trace cache 100 and read a neXt Way 
pointer value from the selected (510) victim Way and 
continue With the method. 

[0023] In FIG. 5, if the active trace line is determined 
(520) not to be a tail, the method may Write (530) the 
incoming trace line to the selected (510) victim Way in trace 
cache 100 and force (530) the replacement algorithm of the 
neXt set to select the victim Way of the neXt set using the neXt 
Way pointer value of the active trace line. Whether the 
incoming trace line is the end of the incoming trace may be 
determined (535) and, if the incoming trace line is deter 
mined (535) not to be the end of the incoming trace, the 
method may increment (540) a set value, for eXample, the 
neXt LIP, to indicate the neXt victim set and the method may 
loop back to select (510) a neW victim Way from the neXt 
victim set in trace cache 100 and read a neXt Way pointer 
value from the selected (510) victim Way and continue With 
the method. 

[0024] In FIG. 5, if the selected victim Way is determined 
(515) not to contain an active trace line, the method may 
Write (545) the incoming trace line to the selected (510) 
victim Way in trace cache 100. Whether the incoming trace 
line is the end of the incoming trace may be determined 
(535) and, if the incoming trace line is determined (535) not 
to be the end of the incoming trace, the method may 
increment (540) a set value, for eXample, the neXt LIP, to 
indicate the neXt victim set and the method may loop back 
to select (510) a neW victim Way from the neXt victim set in 
trace cache 100 and read a neXt Way pointer value from the 
selected (510) victim Way and continue With the method. 

[0025] In FIG. 5, regardless of Whether an active trace is 
contained (515) in the selected (510) victim Way in trace 
cache 100, if it is determined (535) that the end of the 
incoming trace has been reached, the method may terminate. 

[0026] FIG. 6 illustrates the portion of the trace cache 100 
of FIG. 3, shoWing hoW the third trace sequence Was Written 
into trace cache 100 using the method described in FIG. 5, 
in accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 
In FIG. 6, in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
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invention, a replacement algorithm, for eXample, an LRU 
algorithm, may be implemented to control the selection of 
neXt victim Ways. In FIG. 6, H23 405 and B23 407 may be 
Written (545) into their respective sequential victim set, Way 
locations in trace cache 100 using the LRU algorithm, 
according to the method of FIG. 5, since neither victim Way 
location contained an active trace line. 

[0027] In FIG. 6, When B23 409 clobbers H8 205, the neXt 
Way pointer value of H8 205 may be read (510), B23 409 
may be Written (530) over H8 205 and the replacement 
algorithm of the neXt set, that is, set 3, may be forced (530) 
to select its victim Way to be Way 1 using the neXt Way 
pointer value of H8 205. B23 411 may folloW Trace8, since 
the replacement algorithm Way of set 3 Was just forced (530) 
to Way 1 When B23 409 clobbered H8 205, and B23 411 may 
clobber B8 210 in set 3, Way 1. Similar to B23 409, B23 411 
may clobber B8 210 and force (530) the replacement algo 
rithm Way of set 4 to be equal to the neXt Way pointer of B8 
210, Which is Way 1. In FIG. 6, B23 413 may clobber T8 
215, since the replacement algorithm Way of set 4 Was 
forced (530) to Way 1 by the previous clobber. HoWever, 
since T8 215 is the tail of Trace8, the neXt Way pointer of T8 
215 may not be read and/or used to force (530) the replace 
ment algorithm Way of set 5. Fortunately, since the replace 
ment algorithm Was also used When Trace8 clobbered 
Trace1, the replacement algorithm Way of set 5 Was already 
forced (530) to Way 3 When T8 215 clobbered B1 111 and 
read and used the neXt Way pointer in B1 111. Thus, When 
B23 415 is Written (530) into trace cache 100, it may use the 
replacement algorithm Way of set 5 to select and clobber B1 
113 in set 5, Way 3. Since B1 113 is not a tail, the neXt Way 
pointer may be read (510) from B1 113 and may be used to 
force (530) the replacement algorithm Way of set 6 to be 
equal to Way 3. In FIG. 6, B23 417 may be Written (530) into 
trace cache 100 and clobber T1 119 in set 6, Way 3, since the 
replacement algorithm Way of set 6 Was previously forced 
(530) to equal Way 3. Similar to When B23 413 clobbered T8 
215 in set 4, Way 1, since T1 119 is the tail of Trace1, no neXt 
Way pointer from T1 119 may be read and used to force 
(530) the replacement algorithm Way of set 7. Therefore, the 
replacement algorithm Way in set 6 may be the Way speci?ed 
by the replacement algorithm, Which, according to the 
embodiment in FIG. 6, may be Way 2. Therefore, T23 420 
may be Written (545) into trace cache 100 in set 7, Way 2 
and, since T23 420 is the end of Trace23, the Writing of 
Trace23 into trace cache 100 may end. 

[0028] It should be noted that had Trace23 started to be 
Written into trace cache 100 in set 5 instead of set 1, in 
accordance With the embodiment in FIG. 6, the replacement 
algorithm Would have correctly chosen the orphaned trace 
line in Way 3 in set 5. This being the result of the previous 
forcing (530) of the replacement algorithm Way of set 5 to 
be equal to the neXt Way pointer of B1 111 When it Was 
clobbered by T8 215. 

[0029] Although the original folloW clobber algorithm 
described in FIG. 3 generally results in performance gains 
over the standard LRU replacement algorithm, because it 
reduces the frequency of clobbers over the standard LRU 
algorithm, the improved algorithm of FIG. 5 may result in 
even better performance gains over the standard LRU algo 
rithm. This may occur because the improved algorithm may 
force the replacement algorithm Way of the neXt set to be 
equal to the neXt Way pointer of the clobbered line in the 
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prior set. As a result, neW traces may be Written into trace 
cache 100 to clobber sequential trace lines from one or more 
clobbered traces. As noted above, this embodiment of the 
algorithm also correctly victimiZes orphaned traces imme 
diately following any of the clobbered traces tails (opens 
multiple entry points on a long multi-clobbered inactive 
trace). The performance increase by forcing the replacement 
algorithm of the next set is roughly equivalent to increasing 
the siZe of trace cache 100 from 16 KB to 20 KB, With 
minimal design impact. 

[0030] FIG. 7 is a How diagram of a method for updating 
a sequentially accessed memory to minimiZe clobber of 
active traces in the memory, in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the present invention. Speci?cally, FIG. 7 is a How 
diagram of the folloW algorithm described in FIG. 3. In 
FIG. 7, When a neW trace is being read into a memory, for 
example, trace cache 100, the next LIP may be read from 
trace cache 100 and used to select (705) the next victim set 
that is to be used. A victim Way replacement algorithm, for 
example, an LRU algorithm, may be used to select (710) a 
victim Way from the selected (705) victim set and read (710) 
a next Way pointer value from the selected (710) victim Way 
in trace cache 100. The method may determine (715) 
Whether the selected victim Way contains an active trace 
line. If the selected victim Way is determined (715) to 
contain the active trace line, the method may Write (720) the 
incoming neW trace line to the selected (710) victim Way in 
trace cache 100, and, if the neW trace line is not the end (that 
is, the tail) of the neW trace, the method may store (720) the 
next Way pointer. For example, the next Way pointer may be 
temporarily stored in a register in a processor associated 
With the sequentially accessed memory. Whether the end of 
the neW trace has been reached may be determined (725). If 
the incoming trace line is determined (725) to not be the end 
of the incoming trace, the method may increment (730) a set 
value, for example, the next LIP, to indicate the next set and 
use the stored next Way pointer to select (732) a neW victim 
Way from the next victim set in trace cache 100 and read a 
next Way pointer value from the selected (732) victim Way. 
The method may loop back to determine (715) Whether the 
selected (732) victim Way contains an active trace line and 
the method may continue. 

[0031] In FIG. 7, if the selected victim Way is determined 
(715) not to contain an active trace line, the method may 
Write (735) the incoming trace line to the selected (710) 
victim Way in trace cache 100. Whether the incoming trace 
line is the end of the incoming trace may be determined 
(740) by the method and, if the incoming trace line is 
determined (740) not to be the end of the incoming trace, the 
method may increment (745) a set value, for example, the 
next LIP, to indicate the next set and the method may loop 
back to select (710) a neW victim Way from the next victim 
set in trace cache 100 using the replacement algorithm and 
read a next Way pointer value from the selected (710) victim 
Way and continue With the method. 

[0032] In FIG. 7, regardless of Whether an active trace is 
determined (715) to be in the selected (710) victim Way in 
trace cache 100, if it is determined (725, 740) that the end 
of the incoming trace has been reached, the method may 
terminate. 

[0033] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a computer system, 
Which includes an architectural state, including one or more 
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processors, registers and memory for use in accordance With 
an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 1, a 
computer system 800 may include one or more processors 
810(1)-810(n) coupled to a processor bus 820, Which may be 
coupled to a system logic 830. Each of the one or more 
processors 810(1)-810(n) may be N-bit processors and may 
include a decoder (not shoWn) and one or more N-bit 
registers (not shoWn). System logic 830 may be coupled to 
a system memory 840 through a bus 850 and coupled to a 
non-volatile memory 870 and one or more peripheral 
devices 880(1)-880(m) through a peripheral bus 860. Periph 
eral bus 860 may represent, for example, one or more 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) buses, PCI Spe 
cial Interest Group (SIG) PCI Local Bus Speci?cation, 
Revision 2.2, published Dec. 18, 1998; industry standard 
architecture (ISA) buses; Extended ISA (EISA) buses, 
BCPR Services Inc. EISA Speci?cation, Version 3.12, 1992, 
published 1992; universal serial bus (USB), USB Speci? 
cation, Version 1.1, published Sep. 23, 1998; and compa 
rable peripheral buses. Non-volatile memory 870 may be a 
static memory device such as a read only memory (ROM) or 
a ?ash memory. Peripheral devices 880(1)-880(m) may 
include, for example, a keyboard; a mouse or other pointing 
devices; mass storage devices such as hard disk drives, 
compact disc (CD) drives, optical disks, and digital video 
disc (DVD) drives; displays and the like. 

[0034] FIG. 9 is a detailed block diagram of a processor 
structure for the processing system of FIG. 8 having a 
sequentially accessed trace cache architecture for use in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. In 
FIG. 9, embodiments of the present invention may operate 
in a microarchitecture pipeline, Which may include three 
sections: an in-order issue front end 905, an out-of-order 
superscalar execution core 920, and an in-order retirement 
unit 925. 

[0035] In FIG. 9, front end 905 may supply instructions in 
program order to out-of-order execution core 920, Which 
may have a very high execution bandWidth that, for 
example, may execute basic integer operations With 1/2 clock 
cycle latency. Front end 905 may fetch and decode instruc 
tions, and also break doWn the instructions into simple 
operations called micro-ops (pops). Front end 905 may issue 
multiple pops per cycle, in original program order, to 
out-of-order execution core 920. 

[0036] In FIG. 9, front end 905 may perform several basic 
functions, for example: prefetch instructions that are likely 
to be executed; fetch instructions that have not already been 
prefetched; decode the instructions into micro-operations; 
generate microcode for complex instructions and special 
purpose code; deliver decoded instructions from the execu 
tion trace cache; and predict branches. Front end 905 may 
include a fetch/decode unit 910 coupled to a trace cache 915. 
Fetch/decode unit 910 may also be coupled to a second-level 
cache memory 930 to retrieve instructions from second-level 
cache 930. Fetch/decode unit 910 may also be coupled to a 
branch prediction component 935. Trace cache 915 may be 
coupled to branch prediction component 935 and to execu 
tion core 920. 

[0037] In FIG. 9, execution trace cache 915 may store 
decoded instructions that may be fetched and decoded by 
and built into sequences of pops to form the traces. These 
traces of pops may be stored in trace cache 915. The 
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instructions from the most likely target of a branch may 
immediately folloW the branch Without regard for contiguity 
of instruction address. Once a trace is built, trace cache 915 
may be searched for the instruction that folloWs that trace. 
If that instruction appears as the ?rst instruction in an 
existing trace the fetch and decode of instructions from the 
memory hierarchy may cease and the trace cache may 
become the neW source of instructions. The critical execu 
tion loop in the micro-architecture in FIG. 9 may include 
fetch/decode unit 910, trace cache 915, execution core 920, 
retirement unit 925 and branch prediction hardWare 935. 

[0038] Branch targets may be predicted based on their 
linear addresses using branch target buffers (BTBs) in 
branch prediction hardWare 935 and fetched as soon as 
possible. Branch targets may be fetched from trace cache 
915, if they are indeed cached there, otherWise they may be 
fetched from the memory hierarchy. The branch prediction 
information may be used to form traces along the most likely 
paths. 
[0039] In FIG. 9, execution core’s 920 ability to execute 
instructions out of order is a key factor in enabling paral 
lelism. This feature may enable processor 900 to reorder 
instructions so that if one pop is delayed While Waiting for 
data or a contended execution resource, other pops that are 
later in program order may proceed around it. Processor 900 
may employ several buffers to smooth the How of pops. This 
may imply that When one portion of the pipeline experiences 
a delay, that delay may be covered by other operations 
executing in parallel or by the execution of pops Which Were 
previously queued up in a buffer. 

[0040] In FIG. 9, execution core 920 may facilitate par 
allel execution. In fact, execution core 920 may exceed the 
trace cache and retirement pop bandWidth. HoWever, most 
pipelines may start executing a neW pop every cycle, so that 
several instructions may be in ?ight at a time for each 
pipeline. For example, a number of arithmetic logical unit 
(ALU) instructions may start tWo per cycle, and many 
?oating-point instructions may start one every tWo cycles. 
Finally, pops may begin execution, out of order, as soon as 
their data inputs are ready and resources are available. 

[0041] In FIG. 9, retirement unit 925 may receive the 
results of the executed pops from execution core 920 and 
may process the results so that the proper architectural state 
may be updated according to the original program order. For 
semantically-correct execution, the results of instructions 
must be committed in original program order before it is 
retired. Exceptions may be raised as instructions are retired. 
Thus, exceptions may not occur speculatively, but rather in 
the correct order, and the machine may be correctly restarted 
after an exception. 

[0042] In FIG. 9, When a pop completes it may Write its 
result to the destination and may be retired by retirement unit 
925. Up to three pops may be retired per cycle. A Reorder 
Buffer (ROB) may be a unit in the processor that buffers 
completed pops, updates the architectural state in order, and 
manages the ordering of exceptions. Retirement unit 925 
may also keep track of branches and send updated branch 
target information to the BTB to update branch history. In 
this manner, traces that are no longer needed may be purged 
from trace cache 915 and neW branch paths may be fetched, 
based on updated branch history information. 

[0043] In FIG. 9, execution core 920 may also be coupled 
to a ?rst level cache memory 940, Which may be coupled to 
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a second-level cache memory 930 to retrieve data and 
instructions. Second-level cache memory 930 may be fur 
ther coupled to a bus unit 945, Which may couple processor 
900 to a main system bus 950 in a computer system to Which 
processor 900 may be coupled. Optionally, a third-level 
cache 955 may be coupled betWeen second-level cache 930 
and bus unit 945. 

[0044] Several embodiments of the present invention are 
speci?cally illustrated and described herein. HoWever, it Will 
be appreciated that modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are covered by the above teachings and 
Within the purvieW of the appended claims Without departing 
from the spirit and intended scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 

selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a next Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said next Way pointer; 

Writing a line of said neW trace into said selected victim 
Way over said trace line of said currently stored trace; 
and 

forcing a replacement algorithm of a next victim set to 
select a next victim Way for the next victim set using 
said next Way pointer, if said trace line of said currently 
stored trace is not an active trace tail line. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein selecting said victim set 
comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a next line instruction 
pointer. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein selecting said victim 
Way for said selected victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 

4. The method of claim 3 Wherein selecting said victim 
Way using said predetermined replacement algorithm com 
prises: 

selecting said victim Way using a least-recently used 
(LRU) replacement algorithm. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 

incrementing to a next selected victim set, unless said line 
is a last line in said neW trace. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein selecting said victim set 
from said sequentially accessed memory comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a sequentially accessed 
trace cache. 

7. The method of claim 6 Wherein selecting said victim set 
from said sequentially accessed trace cache comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a plurality of victim sets in 
said sequentially accessed trace cache using a next line 
instruction pointer. 

8. A machine-readable medium having stored thereon a 
plurality of executable instructions to perform a method 
comprising: 
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selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a neXt Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said neXt Way pointer; 

Writing a neXt line of said neW trace into said selected 
victim Way over said trace line of said currently stored 
trace; and 

forcing a replacement algorithm of a neXt victim set to 
select a neXt victim Way for the neXt victim set using 
said neXt Way pointer, if said trace line of said currently 
stored trace is not an active trace tail line. 

9. The machine-readable medium of claim 8 Wherein 
selecting said victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a neXt line instruction 
pointer. 

10. The machine-readable medium of claim 8 Wherein 
selecting said victim Way for said selected victim set com 
prises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 

11. The machine-readable medium of claim 10 Wherein 
selecting said victim Way using said predetermined replace 
ment algorithm comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using a least-recently used 
(LRU) replacement algorithm. 

12. The machine-readable medium of claim 8 further 
comprising: 

incrementing to a neXt selected victim set, unless said line 
is a last line in said neW trace. 

13. The machine-readable medium of claim 8 Wherein 
selecting said victim set from said sequentially accessed 
memory comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a sequentially accessed 
trace cache. 

14. The machine-readable medium of claim 13 Wherein 
selecting said victim set from said sequentially accessed 
trace cache comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a plurality of victim sets in 
said sequentially accessed trace cache using a neXt line 
instruction pointer. 

15. A method comprising: 

selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a neXt Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said neXt Way pointer; 

Writing a neXt line of said neW trace into said selected 
victim Way over said trace line of said currently stored 
trace; and 

storing said neXt Way pointer, if said neXt line of said neW 
trace is not a last line of said neW trace. 
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16. The method of claim 15 Wherein selecting said victim 
set comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a neXt line instruction 
pointer. 

17. The method of claim 15 Wherein selecting said victim 
Way for said selected victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 

18. The method of claim 15 Wherein selecting said victim 
Way for said victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using said stored neXt Way 
pointer. 

19. The method of claim 15 further comprising: 

incrementing to a neXt selected victim set, unless said line 
is a last line in said neW trace. 

20. The method of claim 15 Wherein selecting said victim 
set from said sequentially accessed memory comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a sequentially accessed 
trace cache. 

21. The method of claim 20 Wherein selecting said victim 
set from said sequentially accessed trace cache comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a plurality of victim sets in 
said sequentially accessed trace cache using a neXt line 
instruction pointer. 

22. A machine-readable medium having stored thereon a 
plurality of executable instructions to perform a method 
comprising: 

selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a neXt Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said neXt Way pointer; 

Writing a neXt line of said neW trace into said selected 
victim Way over said trace line of said currently stored 
trace; and 

storing said neXt Way pointer, if said neXt line of said neW 
trace is not a last line of said neW trace. 

23. The machine-readable medium of claim 22 Wherein 
selecting said victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a neXt line instruction 
pointer. 

24. The machine-readable medium of claim 22 Wherein 
selecting said victim Way for said selected victim set com 
prises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 

25. The machine-readable medium of claim 22 Wherein 
selecting said victim Way for said selected victim set com 
prises: 

selecting said victim Way using said stored neXt Way 
pointer. 

26. The machine-readable medium of claim 22 further 
comprising: 

incrementing to a neXt selected victim set, unless said line 
is a last line in said neW trace. 
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27. The machine-readable medium of claim 22 wherein 
selecting said victim set from said sequentially accessed 
memory comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a sequentially accessed 
trace cache. 

28. The machine-readable medium of claim 27 Wherein 
selecting said victim set from said sequentially accessed 
trace cache comprises: 

selecting said victim set from a plurality of victim sets in 
said sequentially accessed trace cache using a next line 
instruction pointer. 

29. A processor comprising: 

an execution component; 

a front end component coupled to said execution compo 
nent, said front end component to provide instructions 
to said execution component; and 

a retirement component coupled to said execution com 
ponent to receive results from the execution of said 
provided instructions, said front end component includ 
ing a machine-readable medium having stored thereon 
a plurality of executable instructions to perform a 
method comprising: 

selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a next Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said next Way pointer; 

Writing a next line of said neW trace into said selected 
victim Way over said trace line of said currently stored 
trace; and 

forcing a replacement algorithm of a next victim set to 
select a next victim Way for the next victim set using 
said next Way pointer, if said trace line of said 
currently stored trace is not an active trace tail line. 

30. The processor of claim 29 further comprising: 

a cache memory coupled to said execution component. 
31. The processor of claim 29 Wherein said execution 

component is to execute said provided instructions out-of 
order of an original program order. 

32. The processor of claim 29 Wherein said machine 
readable medium comprises a sequentially accessed 
memory. 

33. The processor of claim 29 Wherein selecting said 
victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a next line instruction 
pointer. 

34. The processor of claim 29 Wherein selecting said 
victim Way for said selected victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 
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35. A computer system comprising: 

a memory to provide program instructions; and 

a processor coupled to said memory to receive and 
execute said program instructions, said processor 
including: 

an execution component; 

a front end component coupled to said execution compo 
nent, said front end component to provide instructions 
to said execution component; and 

a retirement component coupled to said execution com 
ponent to receive results from the executing of said 
provided instructions, said front end component includ 
ing a machine-readable medium having stored thereon 
a plurality of executable instructions to perform a 
method including: 

selecting a victim set from a sequentially accessed 
memory; 

selecting a victim Way for said selected victim set; 

reading a next Way pointer from a trace line of a trace 
currently stored in said selected victim Way, if said 
selected victim Way has said next Way pointer; 

Writing a next line of said neW trace into said selected 
victim Way over said trace line of said currently 
stored trace; and 

forcing a replacement algorithm of a next victim set to 
select a next victim Way for the next victim set using 
said next Way pointer, if said trace line of said 
currently stored trace is not an active trace tail line. 

36. The computer system of claim 35 further comprising: 

a cache memory coupled to said execution component. 
37. The computer system of claim 35 Wherein said 

execution component is to execute said instructions out-of 
order of an original program order. 

38. The computer system of claim 35 Wherein said 
machine-readable medium comprises a sequentially 
accessed memory. 

39. The computer system of claim 35 Wherein selecting 
said victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim set using a next line instruction 
pointer. 

40. The computer system of claim 35 Wherein selecting 
said victim Way for said selected victim set comprises: 

selecting said victim Way using a predetermined replace 
ment algorithm. 


